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Abstract: The majority of physicists agrees upon that cosmological data are best described by the Friedmann-Lemaitre model with 
the currently accepted ΛCDM -paradigm. From a methodological point of view, the concepts of dark matter and dark energy are 
however free parameters added to the underlying theories of general relativity and Newtonian gravity. Moreover, an increasing 
number of results still does not fit into the model, in particular in the weak-acceleration regime of cH0, such as the prominent Pioneer 
anomaly. The results in this regime are particularly unsettling because nothing else but the tremendous success of general relativity in 
solar system tests can justify the huge extrapolation we perform when considering galactic and cosmological scales. It seems thus 
worthwhile to examine the direct evidence for conventional theories of gravity without assuming its validity a priori. It turns out that 
for a wide range of masses and distances, the weak accelerations are poorly tested. A related discussion is given in gr-qc/0702009. 

1  Introduction 

Using satellite-based telescopes and digital image processing mankind collected astronomical data of unique 
precision, while the theoretical ΛCDM -Model is accepted for about ten years. This quite fast digestion of 
data is accompanied by an increasing number of free parameters. Progress in cosmology however cannot 
consist of precise measurements only but must answer the question as to what the related quantities ‘dark 
matter’ and ‘dark energy’ do really mean. It is dangerous to interpret new data assuming a model we should 
not forget to test. In this context, the following comment in a textbook of galactic astronomy ([1], p. 635), is 
remarkable:  

 ‘In fact, there is little or no direct evidence that conventional theories of gravity are correct on 
scales much larger than a parsec or so. Newtonian gravity works extremely well on scales of 
~1014 cm (the solar system). (...) It is principally the elegance of general relativity and its success 
in solar system tests that lead us to the bold extrapolation that the gravitational interaction has the 
form GM/r2 on the scales 1021-1026 cm...’  

While GR is an extremely successful correction for strong fields, the actually unexplained phenomena like 
galaxy rotation curves (dark matter), the Pioneer anomaly etc. seem to occur in weak fields where GR does 
not distinguish from the Newtonian limit. We will focus in the following on observations that put in evidence 
the gaps where our knowledge on gravity is not well tested. This holds in particular for the regime of weak 
accelerations in the order of cH0. More extensive reviews are given in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. 

2 Crucial tests of gravity 

‘Theories crumble, but good observations never fade’ (H. Shapley)  

2.1  The gravitational constant G 

Interestingly, all mass estimates up to the cosmological scale rely on G. The most precise measurements yet 
are based on the 200 year old torsion balance, and for decades G was believed to have an uncertainty of only 
0.013 % [7]. Then [8] published a much higher value which led to a lot of new measurements and astonishing 
discrepancies pushed the uncertainty to 0.15 %. Recent precision measurements [9, 10, 11] are still slightly 
discrepant though the controversy seems to be settled. On the geophysical scale, a discrepancy from 
Newton’s law was found for a mine hole [12, 13] (for a review see also [14]), which coincides with a 
measurement in in the Greenland ice cap [15], but both did not yield unambiguous evidence against Newton’s 
law. To summarize, the very discrepant measurements of G in the 1990s (see a review [16]) seem to converge 
to a commonly accepted value of G =6.674 ⋅ 10-11 m3 s-2 kg-1 Going into the details, there is much variation in 
the single measurements which is believed to be of statistical nature. The completely different issue of a 
possible time variation is reviewed in [17]. Less prominent riddles are the increase of the astronomic unit 
reported by [18, 19, 20, 2] and an anomalous slowdown of the earth’ rotation derived from ancient solar and 
lunar eclipses [21]. 
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2.2  Spacecraft anomalies 

The Pioneer anomaly 

 The anomaly consists of an unmodelled acceleration ap= 8.74 ±1.33  ⋅10-10 ms-2 directed towards the sun, or 
equivalently, an anomalous blue shift drift (2.92±0.44)⋅10-18 s-1 of the radio tracking signal [22, 23, 24, 25]. 
Besides the constant acceleration, there are anomalous daily and annual signals, too. In the meantime, an 
enormous effort has been conducted to model possible influences. Two explanations favoured by group 
members were: (1) some effect related to the heat produced by the spacecrafts energy source (2) gas leaks 
that lead to an acceleration. Both hypotheses became more and more unlikely, because (1) the decreasing heat 
production should have translated into a decreased force that has not been observed (2) gas leaks would 
require an astonishing constancy and the unlikely coincidence to be aligned with motion for all spacecrafts. 
Particularly mysterious remains the numerical coincidence of ap with cH0. A review of theoretical 
speculations explaining the Pioneer anomaly is given in [23]. Probably most of these proposals are going to 
be ruled out by orbital data of the outer planets, which have shown to be incompatible with an extra 
acceleration of the amount ap [26]. Considerations on comets and minor planets [27] give hope that in the 
near future it can be tested if ap influences highly elliptic orbits. While new missions are proposed to test the 
anomaly [28, 29], the analysis of newly recovered data [30] will be extremely interesting.  

The flyby anomaly 

 The swing-by technique for satellites is used to change the direction and heliocentric velocity of spacecraft 
[31]. In various occasions, after a swing-by process at the earth, satellites showed an unexplained velocity 
increase . Until now, it has been observed three times independently (Galileo, NEAR, Rosetta, see [31]) 
under very different conditions. While the existence of the effect is quite accepted, further data will help to 
understand. The hyperbolic trajectory of all occurrences seems to be the main difference to many other well-
tested satellite orbits. Such a possibility could be revealed by the analysis of old data on the Pioneer effect, 
whose onset was suspected to take place at the time of the last flyby [31]. 

2.3  Dark Matter 

Galactic rotation curves 

 of about 1000 Galaxies [32] provide the strongest evidence for the disagreement of ‘dynamical’ and visible 
mass. Assuming that all mass of a spiral galaxy is contained within its optical radius, Kepler’s law suggests a 
dependency  2
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r~ −v  in the velocity profile of orbiting clouds. Interestingly, up to multiples of the optical 
radius practically all galaxies show quite constant (‘flat’) velocities with a curious systematics [33]. While the 
deviation is already visible within the optical radius, in the outer regions ratios of dark and luminous matter 
up to 1000 are required [33]. Low surface brightness dwarf galaxies (LSBD) show the same anomaly but 
require an even higher relative amount of dark matter; the anomaly itself is beyond any experimental doubt 
(see overviews [34, 35, 36, 37, 38]), but detailed investigations show new riddles [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The 
form of the galactic rotation curves seem to depend just on the size of the galaxy [33, 45], a fact which is hard 
to explain by the properties of any dark matter candidate. The most extended velocity profile of NGC 3741 is 
in clear conflict with the standard model [46]. LSBD contradict DM models as well [47, 48], as it is 
addressed in detail in [49]. The same holds for tidal dwarf galaxies [50, 51]. The Tully-Fischer (TF) relation 
[52] (see also [53]), the Lbulge-σ and Faber-Jackson-relation [54], as well as the MBH-σ relation [55, 56] still 
miss a compelling theoretical explanation. 

Globular cluster distribution and the local group 

 Rotation curves could be explained with dark matter located in the disc, but there is clear evidence that the 
gravitational potential obeys radial symmetry. The spatial distribution and velocities of globular clusters 
makes a dark matter concentration in the disk extremely unlikely, besides other evidences like the magellanic 
stream [34]. The Milky Way and Andromeda (M31), the biggest galaxies in the local group, are approaching 
each other much faster than can be explained by gravitational attraction of the visible mass. The extra (dark) 
matter required exceeds the visible one by a factor of about 70 [57]. In this context, the recent discovery of 
very distant halo stars in Andromeda [58] is surprising, too. Recent HST measurements [59, 60] suggest 
either a fly by of the Magellanic Clouds at the Milky Way or a conflict with common mass estimates. 
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Galaxy clusters 

 gave the first hint that observed and expected velocities did not match. This was discovered as early as 1933 
by Zwicky [61] and called the ‘missing mass problem’. Recent measurements are [62]. Hot gas in galaxy 
clusters is a further, independent confirmation of the ‘dark matter’ phenomenon. X-ray emission allows to 
determine the temperature of intergalactic gas. Assuming that hot gas being bound to the galaxy cluster much 
more mass than the visible amount is needed to explain the gravitational potential that keeps it. Structure 
formation simulated by numerical models requires large amounts of ‘dark matter’, though thousands of 
unobserved dwarf galaxies in the vicinity of large spirals like the milky way are predicted. 

Galaxy rotation curves and MOND 

 Since many observational facts can hardly be explained by any ‘dark matter’ theory [63], galactic rotation 
curves can suggest a modification of Newton’s law. This does not make sense at a fixed distance [34]. 
Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) however considered at a fixed dynamical scale in the order of 10-10 
ms-2. The proposal of an effective acceleration  

 20 r
GMag =  (1) 

with the parameter a0= 1.1⋅10-10 ms-2  indeed matches most of the galactic rotation curves with a astonishing 
accuracy [64, 65]. As in the case of the Pioneer anomaly, the same order of magnitude of a0 and cH0 attracted 
attention. Few people think that MOND could become a complete gravitational theory, but it’s indisputable 
merit is to have attracted attention to the fact that Newton’s law is poorly tested for accelerations below 10-10 
ms-2. The approximate agreement of a0 with cH0 is either a coincidence invented by nature to fool 
astronomers or a proof that we do not understand gravity yet. 

Globular cluster anomaly 

 Though a statistical measure, velocity dispersion curves provide information analogous to rotation curves. 
[66, 67, 68] investigated such distributions for , M 15, NGC 6171, NGC 6341 and NGC 7099. Instead of an 
expected falloff, the curves show a flattening of the velocity profile at the same acceleration a0. This has been 
confirmed at the low-concentration cluster NGC 288 [69]. Since globulars can contain only very few dark 
matter, this anomaly can turn out very unsettling for the ΛCDM paradigm. 

2.4  Dark Energy 

High-redshift supernovae 

 Cosmology faced a long controversy on the Hubble constant (see the recent review [70]) until in 1998 [71, 
72, 73] and [74] independently announced that relatively too faint high-redshift supernovae should be 
interpreted as an accelerated expansion of the universe. This is commonly explained by postulating a new 
form of matter called ‘dark energy’ (DE) that acts repulsively. While the data clearly exclude a universe of 
ordinary matter, the question as to what ‘dark energy’ consists of is completely open. Solar system [75, 76] 
and laboratory tests could not give evidence for it yet [77] and there are still discrepant observations from X-
ray data [78, 79]. A detailed look at the data [80] however shows that some surprising interpretation is not yet 
excluded; the data is even compatible with an ‘empty’ universe Ω=0. 

Cosmic Microwave Background data 

 of the WMAP satellite are used to fix the corresponding amount fo DE to  ΩDM to about 0.7 [81], as part of 
the central result Ω≈1. A multipole analysis is in agreement so far with the common paradigm, though the 
quadrupole-anomaly [82, 2] is yet mysterious. 

2.5  Overview 

The failure of gravity at low accelerations 

In the last section a variety of anomalies was discussed. The most puzzling fact is that accelerations of the 
order 10-10 ms-2   occur in several completely different circumstances. If we try to give an order of strength of 
evidence, this involves (1) Galactic rotation curves, (2) The Pioneer anomaly, (3) Globular cluster data. 
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Moreover, all the other unexpected phenomena consistently occur below that acceleration regime. The 
enigmatic coincidence with cH0 is an additional strong hint that the discrepancies have a common origin and 
lead to a general failure of Newton’s law in the weak-acceleration regime. 

‘Cosmologists are often in error, but never in doubt’ (L.D. Landau).  

Extrapolation over the gaps 

 It is often forgotten that all absolute G measurements occur on small scales of a few kg and m which are 
separated by a considerable gap from the well-tested regime of celestial mechanics with 1030 kg and 1012 m. 
Our belief in Newtonian gravity and GR relies there, but strictly speaking these are tests of Kepler’s law 
rather than Newton’s. The spacecraft anomalies however menace the picture of perfect agreement of the solar 
system dynamics with the accepted theories of gravity. 

Gravity tests from the galactic to the cosmologic scale are much less direct. None of them yields 
undoubtable evidence for the validity of Newton’s law, i.e. i must be backed by additional assumptions like 
DM or DE. Usually few reflection is done with respect to the huge extrapolation from the celestial mechanics 
regime to cosmological scales of 1053 kg and 1026 m. To rely on such a assumption seems hazardous but is 
customary. 

 ‘There is certainly not a lack of chutzpah in extragalactic astronomy’ - Margret Geller  

3  The cornerstones of standard cosmology 

Dark matter 

 There is overwhelming evidence that the ‘dark matter’ phenomenon exists on various scales. While the DM 
hypothesis explains galactic rotation curves at a first glance, maintaining it in the light of more recent results 
seems to rely on the absence of detailed knowledge. Moreover, the absence of any decline suggests that the 
dark halos continue to regions not accessible by current technology. Cosmologists should be prepared that the 
‘fraction of DM’ turns out to be just a measure of telescope resolution. phenomena satisfactory. Details of 
what has been proposed as candidates for DM cannot be addressed here. Massive compact halo objects 
(MACHOS), such as brown dwarfs, would have been detected by microlensing if they existed in the required 
amount. While the question of hot (fast, relativistic particles) or cold dark matter seems to be answered in 
favour of the latter, no reasonable candidate particle has been found in the laboratories yet. To some people, 
postulating neutralinos (or elsewhere, photinos and axinos) still gives hope for a possible explanation, since 
Italian language will hardly run out of diminutives. Dark matter at least remains an urgent need for the codes 
that simulate cosmic structure formation. The fluctuations in the CMB were by far insufficient to explain the 
clumping that corresponds to the concentration of galaxies. Dark matter instead clumps so easily as long as 
we do know about its properties. Isn’t that a nice proof of its existence ?  Or should we admit that we do not 
understand structure formation ?  It is time to put into question the obvious idea of explaining deviations from 
Newton’s law with gravitationally interacting matter not yet detected.  

Dark energy 

 Even when appreciating the surprising discovery of dark energy, one should not forget that such a repair was 
urgently needed to resolve the conflict of the Hubble constant with the minimum age of the universe 
measured by globular clusters. The SNIa data now show an accelerated expansion of the universe (while 
before only how much it was decelerated). Though since Newton attraction is quite a characteristic property 
of matter, many physicists do not have problems to assume a repulsive interaction to DE, while others admit 
that ‘dark energy’ might be just a name for something we do not understand. Frequently, the relation to Λ is 
invoked. To justify his favoured steady-state-model, Einstein introduced the cosmological constant Λ, but 
after having realized that Hubble’s data supported an expansion of the universe, he later called Λ the ‘biggest 
blunder’ of his life. The high-redshift supernovae, indicating an accelerated expansion, led to a renaissance of 
Λ, now called ‘dark energy’. Einstein however was ready to introduce a mathematical complication in order 
to save a physically simple model, because of his deep-rooted conviction that laws of nature must be simple 
in a physical sense. Today’s dark energy instead is just an additional free parameter used to adjust a more and 
more complicated observational situation [83, 84]. I think that Einstein had preferred to admit a blunder 
rather than being a chief witness for Λ. 
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The coincidence problem 

 Though the age problem was eliminated by DE, it re-entered cosmology at the back door. While during the 
first billions of years conventional matter dominates the expansion by decelerating, the accelerated expansion 
by dark energy becomes dominant at a certain epoch. But isn’t it strange that the inverse current expansion 
rate coincides with the time past since the big bang ?  Let p be the probability that the evolution of intelligent 
life takes place in such a period, and q the probability that our actual understanding of cosmic evolution is 
quite complete, it’s up to the reader to decide whether pq>(1−p)(1−q) holds. 

The Flatness the Horizon problems 

 Measurements of the density parameter Ω, in particular from the recent WMAP data, yield a value very close 
to 1. However, evolution models of the universe would predict a strong drift of this value, once there is a 
minute deviation from 1. Therefore the question arises how this fine-tuning of a measuring value occurred, or 
if there is a theoretical reason beyond. The finite speed of light implies that we are not able to see parts of the 
universe further away than the distance light could travel since the big bang. This implies that, at the time 
being emitted, CMB photons at different positions (separated by more than 1deg) in the sky could not ‘know 
from each other’, i.e. there was no causal contact. The question arises how a common mechanism suggested 
by the highly uniform temperature, could occur. 

Inflation 

 is called that the hypothesis that the universe expanded by a factor 1040 at the period around 10-34 s after the 
big bang. Indeed, it provides an explanation for the horizon and flatness problem, though such arguments, 
from the point of view of thermodynamics, appear superficial [85]. A more serious problem is falsifiability. 
How to observe 10-34 s after the big bang, which is still 380000 years before the last scattering surface of the 
CMB ?  Inflation does not have a problem with explaining phenomena, it has the problem that it explains 
almost everything. It is frequently claimed that inflation ‘predicted’ a flat universe, but we cannot act as if 
K=0 were a measuring value like other numbers. The observed flatness seems to be a very deep, cogent 
feature of the universe, for which an inherent theoretical reason should exist, not just an ad-hoc, qualitative 
mechanism. The flatness and the horizon problem arise, because we believe in Friedmann-Lemaitre 
cosmology. At a constant expansion rate, more distant objects have a greater relative ‘velocity’ (Hubble’s 
law) and the distance that corresponds to c is called horizon. If the expansion is slowed down by gravity, new 
objects drop into the horizon. If there was no gravity acting, there is no slowdown, no horizon increase and no 
problem. Instead of believing in a theory relying on the constancy of c, then running into problems, and 
resolving these problems by postulating an expansion v>c, isn’t it just more honest to say that standard 
cosmology is incompatible with observation and we do not understand yet cosmic evolution ?  Though 
extensions like inflation are not yet full-fledged members of the standard model, they usually gain creeping 
acceptance if there are no better ideas around. Let us conclude with Richard Feynman: 

 ‘correct theories of physics are perfect things, and a replacement theory must be a new perfect 
thing, not an imperfection added onto an old perfect thing. This is the essence of "revolution", the 
replacement of the old with a new, not the adding of more crap on to the old.’  

4  Do we understand gravity ?  

4.1  General observational problems 

Linearity and superposition 

 A mass dependence of the gravitational acceleration for galactic scales of a ∼ M  has been suspected by 
MOND [86]. Usually, a∼M is taken for granted, but a deviation for large masses would not necessarily 
violate the EP, at least within its experimental constraints which mostly apply to test masses. It is not that 
common to wonder about such a dependence because it is completely out of our theoretical expectations. For 
instance, mass distributions with spherical symmetry could not be replaced by point masses any more since 
the linear method of mass integration as such would break down. We are used to the nonlinearities arising in 
GR, and automatically infer that gravity must be linear in the Newtonian limit, that is, the superposition 
principle holds. The claim that any physical theory must be linear in the weak-field-limit reflects some of our 
experience but cannot be rigorously proven. Strictly speaking, we perform an extrapolation of our simple 
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mathematical methods which must be tested. A possible field mass dependence of Newton’s law can hardly 
be detected by satellite trajectories, since independent mass determinations by densities lead to crude 
estimates only. 

Radial and tangential velocities 

 The data of solar system observations consists of precise orbital data in three dimensions. The situation is 
very different on larger scales. While radial velocity measurements can easily performed by Doppler methods 
on galactic and cosmological distances, measuring velocities perpendicular to the line of sight is usually 
impossible. The very few occurrences where VLBI and HST detected secular shifts of galactic objects on the 
microarcsecond level led often to surprising results [59, 60]. At the galaxy scale and beyond our knowledge is 
a snapshot of tens of years - we do not really know the secular dynamics and the common picture of stable 
and virialized systems is an extrapolation of accepted theories of gravity.  

Hyperbolic and Elliptic orbits 

 Another case where the available data are exceptionally biased regards the elliptic and hyperbolic orbits. For 
a long time, the precision of celestial mechanics masked the fact that all these tests rely on elliptic orbits. 
Who had ever suspected that the solution could depend on the test particle’s energy ?  In view of the fact that 
almost all precisely measured hyperbolic trajectories led to anomalies like Pioneer and flyby, we must be 
prepared to an essential failure of some basic assumptions underlying our theories of gravitation. 

4.2  General theoretical problems 

Rather than postulating new quantities without meaning, advance in theoretical physics has often been 
achieved by a better understanding of quantities one was already familiar with. There are still some points left 
where our knowledge must be scrutinized. 

Time 

Barbour [87] has presented a very deep reflection on the nature of time. Analogously to the concept of space 
which does not make sense without matter, he claimed that the concept of a time as an invisible river that 
runs without relation to matter is senseless. If instead the evolution of the universe and the periodic processes 
in there define time, profound consequences for the laws of nature must be expected. Barrow commented 
[88]:  

 „The question if there is a unique absolute standard of time which globally is defined by the inner 
geometry of the universe, is a big unresolved problem of cosmology.“ 

Energy 

 The concepts of potential and kinetic energy were born when physicists described Galileo’s free fall 
experiments with the time-independent quantity mgh + 2

1 mv2=const. Newton’s potential -GM/r and all the 
other forms of energy found in the following were based on the same idea of finding time-independent laws 
of nature. In quantum mechanics, this is reflected by the fact that only stationary states of the wave function 
have a well-defined energy. While the concept of energy conservation is extremely successful in describing 
local effects, its application to cosmology remains questionable. The observations of the evolution of the 
universe, for instance the CMB, the galaxy distribution and star formation processes tell us that the wave 
function of the universe is anything but stationary. Thus the notions of kinetic and potential energy may be 
inadequate. 

Mass 

may be another concept to be reflected. Einstein’s famous E= mc2, applied to gravitational energy 
GMm

r , tells 

us that mass can be proportional to a product of masses. This remains a very puzzling fact and could indicate 
that G is an artefact that can be calculated from parameters of the universe. 

The equivalence principle, 

 the fact that a kinematical property measured by accelerations, mass, at the same time should be a ‘charge’ 
for a certain interaction, is very deep and amazing. ‘I was ultimately astonished by its validity’, Einstein said 
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[89]. The (weak) equivalence principle guarantees a special role for gravity among the fundamental 
interactions. 

Planck scale vs. Mach’s Principle 

 It is common folklore that gravity needs to be unified with quantum mechanics, and this should occur at the 

Planck level lp=  ≈ 3c
Gh

= 10-35 m, which protects comfortably from being falsified by experiment. However 

lp is deduced from G and relies on the correctness of conventional theories of gravity. Ernst Mach suggested 
that the gravitational interaction had its origin in the distribution of matter in the universe. A theory that puts 
into practice Mach’s principle could construct a relation of G to the mass distribution of the universe and 
therefore reveal the Planck level as an artefact. Most of the modern theories would lose then even a 
hypothetical contact to experiment. 

Dirac’s large number hypothesis, 

 like Mach’s principle, is another example of profound thoughts standing quite isolated in the current fashion 
of theories. Dirac [90] observed that the number of protons in the universe is about the square of the ratio of 
electric and gravitational forces (1040) , and moreover, that the Hubble time 13.4 Gyr is about 1040 times the 
time light needs to pass the proton radius. These are two independent coincidences which remained an 
enigma to this day. Though Dirac postulated a time-dependence of the gravitational constant Ġ/G which is 
above the current observational constraints [17], these deep ideas should not be discarded completely [91]. 

5  Outlook - not too bad, homo sapiens 

How science works 

‘The great tragedy of Science–the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.’ (Thomas H. 
Huxley)  

This is an ironic version of Popper’s criterion of falsifiability, indeed a good attribute for testing whether a 
theory is scientific or not. For the development of science however it tells only how things should work. In 
practice, established theories which frequently are considered ‘beautiful’, do not die suddenly when 
confronted with ugly facts, they rather affiliate them by becoming extended ‘models’. This process was 
described by the philosopher Kuhn [92] as ‘normal science’, which tries to understand the observations 
within an accepted framework. When the anomalies pile up to an obviously too complicated scheme, a 
paradigm shift takes place that may lead to a ‘scientific revolution’. What is ‘obvious’ and whether the crisis 
has begun or not is not easy to decide. The last occurrence in history, the Copernican paradigm shift, tells us 
in retrospect only that scientists may be blind for a long time. 

 ‘They defend the old theories by complicating things to the point of incomprehensibility.’ - Fred 
Hoyle  

Too scary to contemplate 

 Frequently it is stated that precision tests described by PPN parameters do not allow deviations from 
standard gravity. It is well-known that the Ptolemaic model gave an accurate description of planetary orbits, 
that means the ‘post-Ptolemaic-parameters’ were close to zero. But it is also well-known that the Copernican 
revolution did not take place in a small ‘volume’ of such a parameter space - actually Newtonian gravity was 
something fundamentally deeper, not an extension of an existing model. In his excellent book on the 
worrying situation of theoretical physics [93], Lee Smolin gives an example of the mechanism that leads to 
such a narrowing of our view: ‘The [...] possibility - that we are wrong about Newton’s laws, and by 
extension general relativity - is too scary to contemplate.’ (p.15). 

After the darkness of the Ptolemaic model Newton’s celestial mechanics was an ingenious big leap for 
science which at that time required an amount of mathematical abstraction and new physical concepts we 
hardly can imagine today. This holds even more for the refinement revealed by the general theory of 
relativity. Since those theoretical developments our knowledge of the universe has increased drastically, in a 
relatively short span of time: the discovery of galaxies, the Hubble redshift, the cosmic microwave 
background. I fear however that the hierarchy of structures earth - solar system - galaxy - cosmos does not 
stop at laws found for the solar system but requires a corresponding hierarchy of theories which may be 
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similarly hard to imagine like Newton’s theory in 1600. Introducing new parameters, data fitting and 
numerical simulations will not do the job; rather this seems to be a modern version of the epicycles of 
Ptolemy. It is not only the complication of our current theories that merits a warning from history, but also 
the amount of extrapolation we perform. Though the range of the universe we know about has increased 
dramatically, we extrapolate conventional theories of gravity to those scales. The extrapolation of classical 
mechanics over 10 orders of magnitude to the atomic level was a quite childish attempt. The amount of 
research in cosmology which is done nowadays on the base of an untested extrapolation over 14 orders of 
magnitude is a quite remarkable phenomenon. It is remarkable as well that the majority of homo sapiens 
believes that after 13 billion years after the big bang, the definitive description of our universe was found in 
1998. The stars cannot laugh but will give us an answer. 
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